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Lagrangian is renormalizable

total dimensionality of products of fields
and their derivatives is 14
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Even after we choose a gauge the path integral

still does have a symmetry BRST symmetry
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new modified action I w fd4LtwEAathafi Haha



not gauge invariant but enjoys the

following symmetry

let 0 be an infinitesimal constant with
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keeps the action invariant

Let us see how this works

a transformation i is nilpotent

namely for Sofla Airi Osf
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Let us check this for matter fields
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Next acting on a gauge field we have
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Also ssWE 0 and ssh o Ctrivial

Finally
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Now consider a product of two fields d and oh
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where the sign I is plus for 4 bosonic and for

fermionic
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since SoCsd So61oz O we get
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But sol has opposite statistics to 01
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Continuing the same argument one sees that
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Any functional Flat can be written as a sum

of products of fields Lith integral
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b Invariance of action
For F FLAM So acts like a gauge tf
with infinitesimal gauge parameter
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Acting on other terms we get
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Also recall soWE oh and Soha o

with a hafat 3haha
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or in other words
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nilpotence of BRST trf tells us

that she is also invariant

Remarki
Physical content of a gauge theory lauded in

Fda L is contained in KeersofIzSo
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form elements of the cohomology afSo

Physical matrix elements should
be invariant

under change TI in I
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Introduce fermionic BRST charge Q
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sign is being art for bosonic a fermionic of
nilpotence gives o SSI CQ CQ It lQ3oI
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Independent physical states correspond
to states

in the kernel of Q modulo the image of
Q

elements of Q cohomology
Example




